E-Book Collections for Academic Libraries

To help your library save time and support the digital needs of students and faculty, EBSCO offers curated collections of e-books built by EBSCO collection development experts. With hundreds of options available, it can be time consuming to review them all, so we’ve compiled a list of our most popular selections for academic libraries.

Subscription Collections:

When budgets are lean and your library needs a large number of high-quality e-books on specific subjects, e-book subscriptions are a great solution. These highly curated collections vary in quantity based on topic and offer unlimited user access.

Academic Collection
This robust collection contains more than 200,000 multidisciplinary e-books representing a broad range of academic subject matter that students depend on for their research.

Arabic Collection: Al-Kotob
Covering a broad range of subjects from noteworthy publishers as well as award-winning Arabic authors, this collection includes more than 5,500 multidisciplinary e-books.

Business Collection
Assist students and scholars with various business research, special projects and entrepreneurial needs with this essential collection of more than 20,000 e-books.

Caribbean Collection
Give researchers access to more than 1,800 e-books by reputable publishers that provide authoritative content pertinent to Caribbean and Latin American studies.

Community College Collection
Focused on the information needs of community colleges, this multidisciplinary collection contains more than 61,000 e-books from notable publishers, including Choice OAT titles.

Education Collection
This collection features more than 4,400 e-books covering a broad range of education topics from curriculum building to student behavior and dynamics.
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History Collection
Support the research needs of students and faculty in the study of history with this e-book collection containing more than 18,000 high-quality titles.

Religion Collection
This dynamic compilation features more than 8,900 e-books curated by EBSCO librarians to support the research needs of students and faculty in the study of religion.

University Press Collection
This collection contains more than 36,000 titles from more than 90 of the best university presses worldwide.

Featured Collections:

When the demand for access to a large quantity of e-books across a wide-range of topics is high, a perpetual collection is a smart choice. These sizeable e-book collections are suitable for institutions looking to select from and own hundreds of e-book options in a variety of categories.

**Academic Award Winners Collection**
High level academic award-winning e-books in a wide variety of subjects and disciplines.

**Choice Outstanding Academic Titles (OAT) Collection**
E-books designated as outstanding for academic studies by *Choice Magazine*.

**DRM-Free Collections**
Browse dozens of compilations of e-books that are free of access restrictions.

**eTextbooks Series**
Sixteen collections of newly published e-textbooks arranged by course level across a wide variety of subjects.

**GOBI Core Titles – U.S. and U.K.**
These collections include all e-books identified by GOBI’s profiling bibliographers as excellent academic titles.
**GOBI Undergraduate Curriculum Collections**
Updated twice a year covering general-academic subject areas – reviewed with GOBI profiling categories.

**In Demand (Most Purchased)**
This collection includes the most accessed, triggered and upgraded e-books based on EBSCO metrics.

**Intro to... (Undergraduate topics)**
Introductory texts on various topics for community college and lower-level undergraduate students.

**Online Teaching and Learning**
A timely collection of e-books to help teachers and librarians create engaging online or blended courses.

---

**Subject Sets:**

With thousands of best-of and bestsellers lists available, it can be hard to select e-books that meet the needs of your entire library in a timely fashion. Subject sets offer libraries reputable collections that can be quickly viewed, easily purchased and accessible to students in minutes while assuring quality coverage of important subject areas.

- Accounting & Finance
- American Contemporary Issues
- Anthropology & Archaeology
- Biology & Life Sciences Career
- Classic Fiction
- Computer Science
- Criminal Justice
- Education
- Economics
- Energy & Green Technologies
- Ethnic & Cultural Studies
- Fine Arts
- Healthcare Knowledge
- Management Leadership & Management
- Legal
- Literary Criticism & Writing
- Mechanical Engineering
- Music
- Nursing
- Philosophy
- Political Science
- Religious Studies
- Wellness
- World History
- World Religions

---

**You May Also be Interested in: EBSCO Faculty Select™**
Empower your library to directly support textbook affordability with this new, easy-to-use interface.